
LISTENING COMPREHENSION TEST: (80 marks) (24, 16, 16, 24) 
 
First Part:  (24 marks: 3, 5, 2, 6, 8)    (Answers in German: half marks) 
 
1. (3 marks: 3x1)  
What do you learn about Frau Koch? Give three details.  
 
(Any three: 3 x 1 marks) 
 
1. has husband/ is married 
2. has two sons / has two children 
3. She has a normal family  (if 1 and 2 not given:  has family = 2) 
4. lives in a small town/ Ha loch 
5. in Rheinland-Pfalz/ Rhineland Palatinate  (Accept phonetic spelling for 4 and 5) 
 
2. (5 marks: (i) = 2 marks, (ii) =  3 marks 1+1+1) 
 

(i) In Frau Koch’s hometown, the GfK, a consumer research organisation, carries 
out tests. Where in Haßloch are the tests carried out? 

 
 Supermarkets / 2 examples of Lidl /Tschibo/ Aldi (2)   (in a supermarket =0). 

 
(ii) Name the test products mentioned. 
 

 Toothpaste (1) 
 shampoo    (1) 
 chocolate   (1) 

 
3. (2 marks: Any two: 2x1 marks) 
What is required of participants during a GfK-test? 
 
(Any two: 2x1 marks) 
1. should go shopping as usual/ normal. 
2. not know/not think about/ be unaware of/ test products / which products being tested. 
3. not know what is important/ what companies are trying to find out. 
 
4. (6 marks: Any two: 2x3 marks) 
How does the GfK keep a record of test products bought? 
 
(Any two: 2x3 marks) 
1. Shoppers have special/ separate card // card with barcode. 
2. Show / present card at checkout/ till/ when buying // cashier takes card 
3. card put through a scanner. 
4. (Once a year) they have to fill in a questionnaire/ are asked/ answer 30 questions. 
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5. ( 8 marks: (i) = (2 marks: 2) (ii) = (6marks: 3 x (1+1) mark) 
      (i)  How many families take part in the GfK tests? 

 
 (about) 3500 families (2) 

 
      (ii) The participants get three perks. What are they? 
               
1. Each month (1) they get  €15 / a voucher (1) 
2. free/weekly (1) TV guide.(1) 
3. a € 10 / monthly (1) reduction  for (cable) TV(1) 
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Second Part (16)           (16 marks: 7+9) 
The secretary at a factory takes a message 
 
1. (7 marks:) 

Anruf von: Derksen (1) (All or nothing)  
Das Problem: (Answer in English/Irish: half marks) 
(Any two: 2x1 marks) 
 (Dunkel)grüne (Uniform)jacken / Uniformen bestellt / gewollt / gebraucht 
 Falsche Farbe bekommen/ rote bekommen  
 Konzert nächste Woche 
 Bank / Sponsor besteht auf/ verlangt/ will (dunkel)grün  

 
 

Der Anrufer:   wird noch heute Vormittag einen Rückruf erhalten (2) 
Handynummer:  8136747 (all or nothing) (2) 

 
 
2. (9 marks) Write down three examples of the language (= expressions and phrases) used 
in the conversation to express that the caller is worried. (Accept in translation.) 
No marks for tone of voice/ intonation without reference to specific expressions and 
phrases.   
Accept: accurate/ exact phrase or accurate paraphrase of expressions in translation.   
(Any three: 3 x 3 marks) 
 

1. Ich bin ja froh, dass ich Sie erreiche. (...I am glad I got through to you...) 
2. Eine Katastrophe! (A disaster / catastrophe!) 
3. Ich wei  gar nicht, wie das gehen soll. (I don’t know how it’s going to work) 
4. Ja, was machen wir (denn jetzt? )(Yes but, what will we do (now)?)  
5. Ist die Situation noch zu retten? (What can be done to rectify the matter?) 
6. Und jetzt dies! (And now this!) 
7. Ich bin wirklich ratlos.(...I don’t know what to do) 
8. (Sie müssen das) Problem lösen. (You must solve this problem)  
9. (Secretary says) “keine Panik” ( secretary tells him not to panic) 
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Third Part (Dialog)     (16 marks:3, 5, 8) 
Conversation between Lars and Frau Bergmann  
Award marks under 1(ii) and 2(ii) only if correct option is given. 
1. (3 marks: 1+1+1) (Accept apt German quotation) 

(i) The conversation is between   
(c) two neighbours (1) 

(ii) Two indications to support choice (Any two: 1+1 marks) 
1. Ach, der Lars von nebenan  (Lars from next door) 
2. als bei uns in der (Lessing)straße (than in our / their street)  
3. Unsere Wohnungen (our / their apartments)  
4. (Vielleicht) seh’ ich Sie auf dem Nachhauseweg (might see each other on their 

way home) 
2. (5 marks: 1+2+2) (Accept apt German quotation) 

(i) Which adjective best describes Frau Bergmann’s reaction during the 
conversation?  
(d) (Annoyed) (1) 

 
(ii) Two details to support choice (Any two: 2+2 marks) 
1. Da sieht es ja vielleicht aus.(You should see it!) 
2. (Ganz schön) schlimm.(Really bad) 
3. (Es ist einfach) unglaublich! (unbelievable/ unthinkable/ incredible) 
4. ...  Müll/Pizzakartons/ Getränkedosen/Bierflaschen  (rubbish/litter/ pizza boxes/ cans/ 

beer bottles) 
5. Warum räumen die dann ihren Müll nicht weg? (Why don’t they clean up the 

rubbish?) 
6. Das geht doch nicht! (That’s not on!/ it’s unacceptable) 
7. Wer soll dann den Müll wegmachen ..(who is supposed to clean up..) 
8. ... sollten sie nicht den Müll wegwerfen. (... shouldnt just throw rubbish away) 
9. (Ich werde) mich beschweren (I’m going to make a complaint)  
 

3. (8 marks: (i) = 2 marks; (ii) = 6 marks)   
(i) (2 marks: 2x1)   

Lars stands up for himself. Describe two of his arguments. 
 (Any two: 2 x 1 marks) 

1. He wasn’t there 
2. The town cleans/ is supposed to clean park 
3. It wasn’t his rubbish.  
4. They should put more rubbish bins  
5. There is not a single one/ no bin near the skate ramp. 

 
(ii)       (6 marks: Any two: 2 x 3 marks)  
            What actions are Frau Bergmann and Lars going to take as a solution to the  
     problem? (Any two: 2 x 3 marks) 

1. Frau Bergmann: will ring up  
2. Will complain  
3. Lars: will get a (rubbish) bag/sack 
4. pick up the rubbish  
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Fourth Part (News): (24 marks: 3, 9, 5, 3, 4)              (Answers in German: half marks) 
 
1. (3 marks: (1+1+1) 
According to the news bulletin, the future of the cuckoo is under threat. Give three reasons 
why. (Any three: 3 x 1 marks) 
1. Its habitat/ environment // living space/ area/place/  has been reduced/ getting smaller 
2. pesticides  
3. build/new streets/ roads 
4. Global warming/ climate change 

. 
2. (9 marks: 3 x 3) 
In 2009 a special type of Olympics will take place in Bremen. Give details about the      
competition and the participants.  (Any three: 3 x 3 marks)  

1. Maths 
2. since 1959/ 50th  
3. 4.5 hours long  
4. 3 (maths) problems / questions / tasks / exercises 
5. started by Romania 
6. in different country every year 
7. male and female / students / pupils / young people 
8. for those who enjoy maths / have interest in maths 
9. from five continents / international 

 
3. (5 marks (a) 2 (b) 3)      
A robot is the new attraction at Berlin main train station. 
(a) What exactly does the robot do?  
Cleans glass/ roof (2) 
 
 (b) What effect does the robot have on commuters? 
 (3 mark) 
Makes waiting time more interesting (3) 
 
4. (3 marks) 
In North Rhine Westphalia, what is the weather forecast for the weekend? 
 (3 marks: 1+1+1) 

1. sunshine   
2. temperatures 22 - 27 degrees    
3. thunderstorm(s) / thunder and lightning (in the evening)  Thunder = 0 

 
5. (4 marks) 
    What announcement is made about a solar eclipse? Give details. 
      (Any two: 2 x 2) 

1. 2nd of August 
2. Total / complete 
3. lasting 2 min 27 sec 
4. in Europe/ (North) America/ Asia 
5. protect eyes / wear special glasses 
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